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Covid-19 pandemic is having a deep negative impact on Manufacturing globally
Global manufacturing value-added output across world, all regions

• COVID-19 pandemic is having a deep negative impact
‒
A recent study by Baker McKenzie and Oxford
Economics shows, compared to Q4 2019 data,
shows a drop in value-added output at -2.8%1
• Impact is varied by region.
‒
In the US, March manufacturing output dropped
6.3% to its lowest level since 19462
‒
Dunn and Bradstreet concluded 51,000+
companies maintained a tier 1 supplier in areas of
China impacted by Covid-193
‒
By the end of March, severe disruptions were
being reported in Europe by 24% of respondents
to an Institute for Supply Management survey,
second only to China.4
• Recovery projected in 2021 with a 6% value add globally
compared to 20195

Beyond COVID-19: Supply Chain Resilience Holds Key to Recovery, Baker McKenzie & Oxford
Economics
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(1): Beyond COVID-19: Supply Chain Resilience Holds Key to Recovery, Baker McKenzie & Oxford Economics
(2): Federal Reserve, https://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/g17/current/default.htm
(3): Dunn and Bradstreet, https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/17/coronavirus-could-impact-5-million-companies-worldwide-research-shows.html
(4): Institute for Supply Management, https://www.instituteforsupplymanagement.org/news/NewsRoomDetail.cfm?ItemNumber=31175&SSO=1
(5): Beyond COVID-19: Supply Chain Resilience Holds Key to Recovery, Baker McKenzie & Oxford Economics

The pandemic is affecting entities across the entire manufacturing value chain
A sharp downturn like the Covid-19 crisis affects companies in all dimensions, and it’s ability to survive and
recover depends on various factors. In many complex supply chains the issues will cascade, i.e. failure of a critical
tier-x supplier can break the entire chain.
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• Diversity of markets – regions, segments

• Availability of workers (short-term)

• Sources of spend in specific markets –
private, public, investments

• Flexibility – ability to reassign production
resources

• Dependency on individual suppliers
(short-term)

• Agility – ability to react to changes in
demand by serving new channels or
launching new products
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• Complexity of supply chain (number of
tiers)
• Degree of global exposure
• Survival of existential suppliers (longterm)

Manufacturing Supply Chains have grown into Complex Global and Densely Intertwined
networks
Automotive Supply Chain
• Automotive vehicles, parts, and engines import into US is
$376 billion per year1

Structure of the Global Automotive Supply
Chain with Regional Clusters3

• Average of 30,000 parts in the assembly of one vehicle, and
“the bad news for the auto industry is that it only takes one
component to take down the production of a vehicle”,
automotive analyst at IHS2
• Integrated Clustered Supply Chains allow for a more
streamlined supply of parts and services.
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(1): https://www.thebalance.com/u-s-imports-and-exports-components-and-statistics-3306270
(2) And (3): https://www.michiganstateuniversityonline.com/resources/supply-chain/coronavirus-impact-on-global-supply-chain/

Depth of demand decline will vary based on the target market segment
Short-, mid and long-term impact on demand varies greatly between different buyers. Some markets might see
only a short drop triggered by specific restrictions, others will suffer from knock-on effects or a long-term shift of
demand.
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Market

Includes

Key drivers for spend

Public

Defense, Public Transport,
Infrastructure

Public funding, long-term
contracts, stimulus programs

Farming and Food
Processing

Farmers, processers, packaging

Mining, Oil & Gas

Producers, processing, primary
transportation

Oil and commodity prices

Consumers

Households, renters and lessors

Employment, savings

Healthcare

All medical service providers

Transportation

Demand gap Q2-3

Demand gap 2020

Rebound

*

Deferred 25-50%

10-20%

Deferred, 25-50%

25-50%

Outlook, stock market

Deferred, 25-50%

10-20%

Public funding, private demand

Covid-19 specific shift
of demand

Shift, 10-20%

*

Freight carriers (air, ground, sea);
commercial aviation

Existing commitments, primary
demand

Oil price, long-term
demand shift,
consolidation

25-50%

25-50%

Real Estate

Housing, business properties

Private demand, commercial
investment

10-20%

25-50%

Energy

Production and distribution

Long-term investments

Oil price

10-20%

10-20%

Industrial

All manufacturing sectors

Planned investments,
cash flow

Oil price, primary
demand, innovation

25-50%

25-50%
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Other factors

Labor shortage may
accelerate automation

Resilience of selected Manufacturing Sectors will differ by Sub-Sector and target Market

Total demand
gap in 2020

None, or
positive

10-20%

25-50%

Size = relative
exposure to
market
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Recovery will be influenced by external stimulus as well company’s ability to react to
downturn
GOVERNMENT STIMULUS BY TOP 10 ECONOMIES (As of April 15, 2020)
US

China

Japan

Germany

France

$2T

$1.0T

$0.02T

$0.8T

$0.4T

9.8%

3.5%

0.5%

19.6%

13.5%

India

Italy

UK

Canada

$.02T

$0.03T

$0.05T

$0.01T

0.8%

1.4%

1.8%

0.4%

% of GDP

INDIVIDUAL COMPANY ACTIONS
•
•
•
•

NA Aerospace Manufacturer – Layoffs, rolling furloughs, plant idling and request for government funding
EU Industrial Manufacturer – Rolling furloughs, plant idling, deferment of non critical investment
Manufacturer in China– Retooling production systems, securing additional workforce capacity
Privately held, manufacturer of plumbing products – supporting relief effort to enhance brand, pull-ins timeline for omni-channel
enablement
• NA auto and industrial manufacturers retooling to make ventilators
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We recommend companies should focus on 4 areas that are within their control

A
B

Manufacturing
Digitization

• Autonomous screening techniques to identify individuals with elevated body temperature
• Utilize current assets to build open source based minimal viable version of critical products during challenging
situations.
• Setup centralized command center for near real-time monitoring and quick decision making
• Explore industry 4.0 techniques to increase machine connectedness and digitization

C

Fulfill and
Serve
Responsiveness

• Implement automation tools to increase responsiveness and efficiency of backoffice tasks, offloading as much as
possible repetitive work to bots
• Implement ticketing systems to track work, auto-generating exceptions linked with timeouts / delays
• Increase focus on after market service and parts to capture increase expected breakfix demand (as capital spend is
delayed and asset lives extended)

New Ways of
Working

• Execute business continuity plans and communicate effectively a plan for recovery, while empathizing with
effected workforce
• Implement collaboration technologies to enable people to work remotely while building engagement and kinship
• Balance needs for oversight and discipline vs. empowerment and flexibility through outcome tracking
• Continually evolve policies and procedures for remote work and enablement with changing external conditions

D
8

Supply Chain
Resilience

• Adjust supply / demand planning processes and data to account for anomalies
• Redesign stock-holding strategies, leveraging regional pooling and identifying / stocking alternatives that might be
available / cheaper to manufacture
• Enhance upstream and downstream communications, minimizing information lag effects on lead times
• Set up control towers to coordinate across functions
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A. Improve Supply Chain Resilience

Design

Predict
Business specific impact &
model outcomes on Demand,
Supply and extended Network
•

Switch to advanced multivariate forecasting models.

•

Incorporate leading indicators
of demand in forecasting.

SHORT•
TERM

LONG TERM
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Enhance baseline statistical
forecasts with market
intelligence and demand
drivers.

Detect

Responsive Inventory,
Distribution & Asset
Management strategies

Respond

End to End visibility from
Source to Factory to Customer
enabling right information flow

Informed responses built on
realistic projections of
disruption across the chain

•

Redesign stock holding
strategies with new service
levels across the nodes.

•

Communicate and collaborate
with suppliers, distributors and
customers to reduce bullwhip.

•

Optimize production and
workforce capacities to
maximize efficiency.

•

Centralize / pool inventory
within network and re-use
stuck inventory for alternate
products.

•

Leverage control towers and
war rooms to monitor events.

•

•

Maximize IoT solutions for real
time visibility.

Utilize additive manufacturing
and 3D printing for critical
components.

•

Focus on Service/Aftermarket
segment as demand for new
products dries up.

•

Evaluate cash flow risks and
design mitigation strategies for
receivables

•

Conduct iterative scenario
planning to estimate impact at
high risk / low visibility nodes.

•

Evaluate alternate distribution
models to mitigate working
capital risks.

•

Build robust control towers
with enhanced BI and real time
capacity

•

Consider enhancing additive
manufacturing and 3D printing
solutions.

•

Enhance forecast inputs by
sourcing real time, high quality
data.

•

Regionalize supply chains and
maintain diverse contingency
plans

•

Invest in IoT solutions as part
of a digital supply chain
solutions

•

Maintain Financing strategies
for intervention and resilience.

•

•

Review product mix and plan
for changes with changing
projections

•

•

Establish a CoE to consistently
evaluate newer AI/ML based
forecast approaches.

Identify signals to detect
rebound in demand levels and
the new normal per business
line.

Evaluate asset ownership
strategies.

•

Incorporate Automation
solutions in the Supply Chain.
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B. Digitize factories to drive efficiencies and responsiveness
Increasing efficiency and responsiveness
•
•

•
•

In Lockdown

•

Sustainable
throughput
Optimize free cash

•

Short Term

•

(3-6 Months)
Respond to deferred
Demand
Optimize plant
downtime

•

Utilize autonomous screening
techniques to identify individuals with
elevated body temperature
Utilize current assets to build open
source based minimal viable version of
critical products during challenging
situations.

•

Perform periodic health assessment for
all Plant Assets to develop optimal plant
maintenance schedules
Utilize BI for real time analysis, demand
forecasting and reporting

•

•

•

Use AR/VR technology for remote quality
control to reduce plant footfall
Housekeeping activities like process, SOPs
preparation

•

Deploy Paired-Manufacturing techniques
utilizing AR/VR to reduce vulnerable SMEs
footfall (mechanics, technicians)

Setup centralized command center for near
real-time monitoring and quick decision
making
AR/VR based training to enable quick
resource ramp-up

•

Start developing Digital Factory Twin for
Plant Asset Health monitoring and
preventive / predictive maintenance
Explore Additive Manufacturing (3D
Printing) techniques to supplement
traditional techniques to improve
throughput

•

Industry 4.0 Maturity

Long Term
•
•

(6-24 months)
Agile Smart Factory
Operational
intelligence
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Traditional

Connected

Predictive

Adaptive

Digitized, No single source of
truth & Siloed

Integrated, Visible &
Transparent

Real-time, Big Data & Mobile

Autonomous, Advanced Analytics
& Agile



Invest in technologies (IOT,
PLCs, AR/VR ) to achieve
connected factory, suppliers,
logistics and Service



Invest in technologies (IIOT,
BI) to move to predictive and
adaptive factory




Predictive analytics (AI/ML)
for Maintenance of critical
Plant equipment
Invest in MES and MOMs for a
resilient and adaptable factory



Adopt Agile Manufacturing
techniques to enable
manufacturing of same
component at any plant
located globally with near
zero tool changes

C. Improve responsiveness of fulfill and serve processes
Track & trace centers for
critical material and
people, identification of
hot spots

Product choice,
Sale

 Environmentally
friendly reuse,
recycling of valuable
parts, materials
Remote Nerve Center for senseanalyze-decide-respond during crisis.
Connect information with experts
who can make recommendations,
leaders who can approve engage
with workers on the front line

Ticketing systems to track work, autogenerating exceptions linked with
timeouts

Circularity for
reuse

Sales agreement,
Contract

3PL

 Life-cycle value estimation – cost,
price
 Subscription based models
 Non-contact, virtual product
evaluation
 Customized configuration

Channel

End-of-life
management

 Ongoing life-long
revenue stream from
aftersales service and
sale of parts
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Robotic process automation tools to
increase customer responsiveness, order
fulfillment offloading repetitive work to
bots, AI engines

Product creation

Nerve
center
Customer premise
Aftermarket
sales and service

Testing of hardware, software,
mechatronic systems under specific
conditions

Factory
Delivery

Installation and
performance

Global 24x7 virtual innovation centers
leveraging 3D Printing to accelerate new
product development – “Overnight, we
have gone from making aerospace
concepts to medical equipment,” - Alvaro
Jara, Head of Airbus Protospace, in Getafe,
Madrid.

 3D printing for on-demand additive
manufacturing
 Social distancing among employees,
hygienic ergonomics
 Flexibility with product mixes
‘What-if’ simulation runs to test multiple scenarios
and decide responses proactively – stop, start
operations, supply chain disruptions, workforce
reduction

D. Embrace new ways of working to foster employee engagement and focus
Leaders need to communicate effectively during crisis, empathizing, staying positive, telling the truth, seeing the big
picture and presenting a clear plan (within available information constraints) to the entire company
Enable

Monitor

• Enable remote-connectivity and work-forhome, increase infrastructure capacity for
collaboration
• Set up employee trainings and
communicate usage

• Increased network monitoring and security
incident reviews to ensure increased
collaboration does not lead to security
breaches or loss of information

Refine
• Refine policies and procedures, together
with operations to ensure business
continuity
• Monitor employee performance, morale,
engagement and refine operations

• Extensive and regular communication to keep employees informed about state of company, and near-term operational plans
• Provide manager training that promotes listening to employees, responding to their emotional concerns, addressing issues that stem from physical
isolation
• Communicate methods that adapt to a remote workforce, such as increased need for documentation
• Develop and refine flexible policies such as video on or off in meetings, expectation for immediate responses to chat, deliverable flexibility, personal
time etc.
• Conduct training on how to create a productive remote working environment and how to mitigate distractions, as not all team members may be
accustomed to creating this structure on their own
• Encourage opportunities/spaces to connect informally, such as virtual happy hours and team events
• Explore creative ways to keep people connected, example, encourage employees to upload their pictures on the internal chat tool or in the company
directory, facilitate virtual team lunches, create online groups to discuss how employees are maintaining work-life balance.
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